Advisory Committee for Information Technology
Meeting Notes
MEETING DATE :

ATTENDEES

6/12/13

TIME :

1:30-3:00PM

L OCATION :

212 KERR HALL

D. Sonnenberg (co-chair), M. Doyle (co-chair), V. Steel,M. McCue, A. Hesse, J. Phillips, ,
M. Edmonds, D. Hartline, G. Gaither, T. Lawson, P. McMillan, S. Madden, A. Sahni, L.
Beaston, D. Symonik, M. Aluffi, B. Smith, S. Matthews, L. Swan (staff)

GUESTS

Announcements [M. Doyle]

David Sonnenberg replaces Ginny Steel as ACIT co-chair.
Linda Beaston replaces Linda Rhoads as EVC designate.
Update on CIO search at UCOP. Five people were interviewed last week, with two remaining. Will
make announcement in mid-July.
Google has changed our storage limits to a 30 GB unified storage between Drive, Gmail and
Google+ photos.
UC IT Accessibility Policy [J. Phillips]

Campus feedback/comments on policy and regulations draft (see below) are due to UCOP by
July 22. ACIT will provide input to Ashish to include in the campus response. Policy is that
every campus makes a good faith effort to be accessible. Committee feedback included:










Concern with cost: what is the range/ballpark?
How do we bring compliance as a federal requirement? Who do we bring in?
Seems too broad for just one individual to look at all areas and the implications that
will arise. Wouldn’t a group be better?
How do we adhere to the compliance policy and also the copyright laws? This can lead
to workload issues.
Are we equipped for this?
We shouldn’t spend time going back in existing systems but going forward case by case
seems the feasible thing.
What are CSU’s doing? Does it make sense to include that in the feedback?
Can this be integrated into the ticket system?
This is not just limited to our constituency. We are talking about web presence, etc.

Telecommunications Master Plan Update [D. Hartline]

As the program is now out of the planning stage and into implementation, the new name is
Telecommunications Infrastructure Upgrade.
See PowerPoint presentation for details.
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UCPath Update[M. Doyle]

Mary discussed issues regarding resources, testing plans and UCPath center.
The project is being implemented in waves of locations. The focus to date has been on Wave 1
locations (UCLA, UCSC, Merced and UCOP) and now will be more directed to Wave 2 and 3
campuses (everyone else). Current issues of concern are the loss of PM and Oracle resources at
UCOP as well as unsuccessful data conversion attempts – this will be an iterative process over
several months. UCPath Center is working on resolving telephony (call handling) issues as well as
case management tool shortcomings.
UCSC team has lost a key member to retirement. Staff in both functional and technical roles
continue to be committed to hit deadlines and make progress on project work streams to the
extent possible.

ACTION ITEMS

ASSIGNED TO

DELIVER BY

Provide input to Ashish for campus response to UC
IT accessibility policy and requirements

Mary

Early July

Next meeting: Wednesday, July 10 1:30-3PM 212 Kerr Hall
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